
Grandscale mural project

About

Uptown Grand Central (Uptown) is proud to present the second edition of The Grandscale Mural

Project. This public art collaboration is part of our nonprofit mission: To support and uplift the

community, and create a thriving and vibrant East 125th corridor.

In 2019, with the help of 50 amazing artists, we were able to transform 1,500 feet of construction

fencing along East 125th Street into a bright outdoor art gallery. In 2021, the project is going

bigger than ever before -- with murals stretching on construction fencing all the way from Fifth to

Madison, Park, Lexington and Third avenues.

Eligibility?

All New York City based artists are welcome to apply, but preference will be given to artists with

connections to Harlem, Upper Manhattan and the Bronx.

Deadline?

We will accept responses from interested artists until all spaces are filled. Murals will be painted in

May and June 2021.

What?

In the interest form, artists are asked to choose their “canvas” preference, from 2 or more panels.

We are painting on construction fence panels, each of which is roughly 4 feet wide and 8 feet tall.

Compensation?

Artists will receive $500 honorariums. The honorarium amount is the same no matter how many

panels an artist chooses to paint. We recognize this isn’t a commercially competitive

compensation, but intentionally wanted to offer artists as much as possible, while making sure

artists do not have to report the honorarium as taxable income.

Timeline?

Due to COVID-19, we will be following a different installation format than the large group painting

days we hosted in 2019. Artists may choose to paint individually or in small groups, based on

personal comfort level. All artwork must be completed by June 30.

Uptown will help coordinate schedules so that we can provide: Water, some rollers & brushes,

tape, gloves and ladders/stools as well as individuals to safeguard belongings. In addition, we will

work ahead of time to clean, prep and prime the fencing panels.


